Create Advanced Enterprise
Applications the Easy Way
KnowledgeKube is the fastest way to develop highly connected
enterprise applications for the Web, Windows, iOS and Android
More and more organisations are now looking to achieve digital transformation, but with a global
shortage of IT development resource, so called digital transformation experts over complicating the
process, and business pressures dictating the utilisation of existing legacy systems,
how can this be effectively and efficiently achieved?
Our Rapid Application Development platform makes it easy to fully enable
your digital solutions, whilst also empowering them to evolve with you,
your business and sector markets, as and when they do. A truly cost
effective, future-proof approach to business applications.
Create fully-featured applications for
customers and employees alike, whilst
seamlessly providing the ability to
handle huge amounts of data behind
the scenes.
Not only that, but, fully surface that
data later, to provide full audit trails
and attain industry compliance;
how, where and when you need it.

Productivity Redefined!

Fast and
Dynamic
Empower your digital
solutions to evolve with you,
your business & sector
markets, as & when they do.

Data
Connectivity

Legacy System
Integration

Compliance &
Auditability

Connect to, and access
data from over 60 products,
services & technologies
straight out of the box.

Provide intuitive interfaces to
users & optimise existing
processes without the expense
of developing new systems.

Fully surface your data
to provide full audit trails
& attain industry compliance
how & when you need it.

Cross Platform
Applications

Get more
from your Data

Secure Cloud
Based Apps

Simultaneously deploy
enterprise grade apps that can
run across devices, without
the need for app store approvals.

Orchestrate & mine data
from disparate enterprise
systems together into
organised processes.

Data & network comms.
all encrypted in our
ISO27001 & CESG security
accredited private cloud.

Work Smarter...
From Concept to App Faster!
By moving away from traditional
development methods, apps of
any scale can be produced in
a fraction of the time and cost.

Proven technology, used in
over 150 countries by some
of the world’s biggest names

www.knowledgekube.co.uk

The right choice when dealing with Legacy Systems and Data
The No.1 issue for organisations who come looking for KnowledgeKube, is how to handle their legacy
systems and data. Most have systems that are so engrained into their business, ripping out and replacing,
just simply, isn’t an option - they need a platform that can easily retain and consume these systems.
Our current systems can’t do what we need, or won’t talk to each other...
KnowledgeKube is all about connecting and adding extensibility. Join your disjointed systems
together, with simple out of the box connectivity, then future-proof with KnowledgeKube rapid
extensibility, allowing you to keep on expanding, customising and automating with ease, as and when
your organisation requires it.
What type of systems can KnowledgeKube connect to?
The KnowledgeKube platform can connect to, and together, all types of products, services and
technologies with zero programming and zero fuss. From CRM and Marketing Automation, through
Accounting Systems, ERP and Collaboration, On-Premise and Cloud DBs, to all standard file formats.
KnowledgeKube handles it all.

Digitise to Revolutionise
True Digitial Transformation
True digital transformation, isn’t just about digitising a process like-for-like. KnowledgeKube allows you
to optimise your processes, digitise existing manual tasks, and join processes together to see huge
reductions not only in duplication of effort but also in costs.
KnowledgeKube has efficiency built into its core.
Proof of Concepts and Rapid Prototyping
Need to prove your solutions will work? - No problem - Easily build proof of concepts and prototype and
test new applications with your users - faster.
Efficiently test and refine to build more complete solutions that users will happily adopt.

Self-Serve, or have us Create.
Get up to speed quickly to build your own applications,
or alternatively - Our Experts can work with you to
develop advanced bespoke solutions, from
small add-ons to mammoth
integrated systems.
You detail it and we will
make it happen...

www.knowledgekube.co.uk

